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The majority of viral vectors currently used possess modest cargo capability (up to 40 kb) being based on retroviruses, lentiviruses, adenoviruses, and adeno-associated viruses. These vectors have made the most rapid transition from laboratory to clinic because their small genomes have simplified their characterization and modification. However, there is now an increasing need both in research and therapy to complement this repertoire with larger capacity vectors able to deliver multiple transgenes or to encode complex regulatory regions, constructs which can easily span more than 100 kb. Herpes Simplex Virus Type I (HSV-1) is a well-characterized human virus which is able to package about 150 kb of DNA, and several vector systems are currently in development for gene transfer applications, particularly in neurons where other systems have low efficiency. However, to reach the same level of versatility and ease of use as that of smaller genome viral vectors, simple systems for high-titer production must be developed. This paper reviews the major HSV-1 vector systems and analyses the common elements which may be most important to manipulate to achieve this goal.

1. Introduction

Although horizontal gene transfer has long been recognized as an important factor in microbial evolution (reviewed in [1–3]) it is only recently that it has been recognized as a widespread phenomenon also in multicellular eukaryotes [4–6]. Among the multitude of mechanisms which have been identified, viruses have played and continue to play one of the major roles in horizontal gene transfer, leading to the concept of evolutionary units not being only cellular genomes but rather the sum of these plus their associated viruses [7, 8]. Many different classes of viruses appear to have been implicated in the lateral transfer of transposable elements during eukaryotic evolution [4, 6, 9–11] and together with the fact that a large variety of virus types continue to infect our cells, it is clear that a myriad of molecular mechanisms exist for the genetic modification of mammalian tissues.

Taking example from the exquisite specificity and efficiency of viruses to change the phenotype of the cells which they infect, attempts to make gene transfer tools have relied heavily on viral vectors (reviewed in [12–16]). This field of “vectorology” has followed a synthetic biology approach, using both natural and engineered components to construct gene delivery vehicles tailored to specific research or therapeutic aims. Understandably, most eukaryotic viral vectors currently being used are those derived from viruses with small-to-moderate genomes (up to 40 kb) such as retroviruses, lentiviruses, adenoviruses, and adeno-associated viruses. These vectors have made the most rapid technological advances especially in the clinic [17] because their small genomes have simplified their comprehension and manipulation. However, there is now increasingly a need both in research as well as therapy to complement this repertoire with larger capacity vectors able to deliver multiple transgenes or to encode genomic regulatory regions, constructs which can easily span more than 100 kb.

The discovery of giant viruses with megabase-sized genomes (reviewed in [18]) points towards future vectors capable of transferring complete sets of genes from living organisms, or even complete chromosomes, to study cell engineering not just by one or two transgenes but by multiple genetic cascades. Other nonviral forms of gene transfer will surely join this arsenal of gene transfer tools as gene circuits of greater and greater complexity are investigated [15]. However, to learn how to design and construct such vastly complex systems biology tools, vectors of intermediate size are needed as models to develop the DNA engineering technology to install
the first “operating systems” which can be upgraded easily during this development stage. While smaller vectors derived from AAV, retroviruses, lentiviruses, and adenoviruses have undergone impressive modifications to decrease toxicity, enhance transgene expression, and maximize virion production, due to their limited cargo capacity, they have been useful mainly as single gene vectors. By using space-saving strategies borrowed from different viral genomes, as many as five separate proteins have been expressed from a retroviral vector [19]. However, these are coexpressed as a single RNA transcript, and as with many other current “multigene” viral vectors, the main objective is usually to simultaneously express various proteins in a target cell, such as reprogramming factors for generating induced pluripotent cells [20]. Other applications such as the gene transfer of portable versions of tetracycline-responsive switches [21] involve more sophisticated control of transgene expression with at least two different kinetics of transcription (the tetracycline-responsive regulator and the target transgene). Adenovirus vectors have ever been used for gene transfer of whole genomic loci [22], opening the way to analyse and test more complex gene regulation mechanisms such as tissue-specificity and physiological responses to environmental cues.

In addition to molecular biology research focused on understanding components found in natural genomes, synthetic biology has now emerged as an important discipline, with applications such as RNAi-based synthetic regulation, the realtime physiological studies in live mammals with optogenetic gene circuits, and novel mammalian sensors and actuators (reviewed in [23]). An accelerating number of such studies are increasing our understanding of the function of individual transgenes together with their regulatory elements, and attempts to organize this information in databases of biomolecular “parts lists” have already begun [24–27]. While much research and development remain to fully master the task of reliable and efficient transgene expression using the compact and streamlined vectors based on small viruses, there is now a growing need to explore larger platforms for assembling networks of genes, to better understand and manipulate interactions among their products and regulatory regions.

2. Viral Vectors Derived from HSV-1

Herpes Simplex Virus Type 1 (HSV-1) has a number of characteristics in its favour as a model vector for emerging applications involving multigene circuits and/or large complex regulatory regions. It is able to package more than 160 kb of DNA [28], and viral vectors derived from its double-stranded DNA genome have been used extensively in numerous research and therapy applications [29–49]. The larger cargo capacity derives from a more complex viral genome which has been studied extensively at the basic mechanistic level [50], with important contributions to molecular biology such as the analysis of VP16 as a model for combinatorial mechanisms in transcriptional regulation [51]. The ability of the virus to change between lytic and latent modes of infection is also a subject of intense interest in understanding genetic switches, gene regulatory networks, and cellular modulation of vector DNA [52]. Thus, continued study of the coordinated function of HSV-1 genes will be important in understanding genomes of growing complexity in which individual genes have been studied in detail. In this respect it is significant that complete genome sequencing has been carried out already on many different isolates of HSV-1 [53–57], and BAC clones of some of the most widely used laboratory strains [58–63] can now be used to facilitate construction of vectors. The size of the genome (152 kb) and the number of genes (about 80) are significantly greater than those of AAV, retroviruses, lentiviruses and adenoviruses, but still within a manageable range, and current engineering of HSV-1 vectors is advancing more rapidly with the application of recently developed molecular tools such as ET cloning (recombineering) [64] and Cre-mediated BAC retrofitting [65].

Present use of gene transfer in humans is subject to two important restrictions: prohibition of germline modifications, due to ethical issues, and avoidance of replication-competent viral vectors, for biosafety reasons. Exceptions are replication-competent oncolytic viruses which are engineered to replicate vigorously in tumor tissues but not in normal cells. Although this topic will not be covered in this review it is worth noting that HSV-1 vectors have received particular attention for this application due to their differential lytic replication in fast-dividing epithelial cells compared to their latent state in nondividing neural cells. Since HSV-1 is a neurotropic virus which efficiently infects many types of neurons in culture and in vivo, many of its applications in gene therapy have been in the nervous system. Despite encouraging progress in the search for pharmacological targets, most neurological diseases still remain incurable with few treatment options. Thus there is considerable interest in exploring more experimental therapeutic strategies such as gene therapy. In conventional small molecule pharmacology it is accepted that dosage, distribution, and kinetics play an all-important role in safety and efficacy. It thus follows that in the developing field of gene therapy it will not be sufficient to just express a gene product (all too often to as high a level as possible) but rather to try to achieve precise control over gene expression levels temporally and spatially. This highlights the advantage of the large coding capacity of HSV-1 vectors which enables the packaging of complete genes including natural genomic elements to maintain regulated physiological expression. The fact that regulatory sequences occupy more of the human genome than the genes themselves is an important reminder that alternative gene therapy approaches using the same gene can differ drastically in their efficacy in different tissues. Like conventional small molecule pharmacology, the success of any specific treatment in gene therapy will depend on many different aspects of each therapeutic agent such as its toxicity, biodistribution and kinetics. These properties have yet to be determined for different viral vectors for human applications and gene delivery to different tissues by different methods of administration in animal models will need to be explored to translate this to clinical trials. This topic is far too large to cover in this review which will focus on the vector platform rather than the transgenes or the delivery method.
3. Biology of HSV-1

HSV-1 is a human pathogen with two replication modes based on its interaction with different cell types in the infected host. Initial attachment of the enveloped virion to the cell membrane is mediated by nonspecific interactions between viral envelope glycoproteins B or C (gB or gC) or both and glycosaminoglycan chains of proteoglycans on the cell surface (reviewed in [66, 67]). Penetration requires the specific interaction of gD with a cell entry receptor, two of which have been identified as Herpesvirus Entry Mediator (HVEM), also known as Tumor Necrosis Factor Receptor Superfamily member 14 (TNFRSF14), and nectin-1, also known as Poliovirus Receptor-related protein 1 (PVRL1) [67]. Either of these is sufficient for specific interactions with gD and subsequent triggering of membrane fusion, a process which involves gB, gH and gL [66]. After initial infection and lytic replication, generally in oral or genital epithelial cells, the virus enters sensory neurons that innervate the infected epithelia. The viral capsids travel by microtubule-dependent retrograde transport along the axons to the nuclei of the neurons, into which viral DNA is released through a capsid penton via nuclear pores. Lifelong latent infection of HSV-1 can be established in sensory ganglia, a state in which lytic genes are silenced and only the latency-associated (LAT) gene is transcribed into noncoding RNA [68]. This absence of viral protein expression in the latent state permits evasion of the immune system and ensures persistence of the virus within the host. Periodically, environmental cues such as ultraviolet radiation or stress provoke reactivation from latency, leading to the return of the virus to epithelial cells, where it can produce secondary infections resulting in mild illness symptoms, such as cold sores which normally disappear after immune responses in healthy individuals.

In lytic growth, the 80 odd genes are expressed in a well-ordered and tightly controlled cascade in which 3 classes of genes can be discerned: the immediate (IE) or α genes, the early (E) or β genes, and the late (L) or γ genes [69]. Efficient expression of the five IE genes does not require viral protein synthesis [70, 71] but is dependent on transactivation by VP16 (also known as Vmw65 or αTIF) [72, 73], a component of the viral tegument which interacts with the cellular proteins Oct 1 and Host Cell Factor (HCF) to bind to a consensus TAATGARAT sequence in IE gene promoters [51, 72, 73]. Another tegument protein, virion host shut-off (Vhs), shuts down host cell protein synthesis by degrading cellular mRNA [74]. One of the IE gene products, Infected Cell Polypeptide 47 (ICP47), has a role in immune evasion [75] while the activity of the other four (ICP0, ICP27, ICP4, and ICP22) stimulate the expression of the early (E) genes to the level required for the replication of viral DNA [33, 34]. Finally, the late (L) genes are expressed, which mainly encode structural proteins enabling virion assembly. This precisely timed cascade of viral gene expression results in the production and release of infectious HSV-1 virus particles and the eventual death of the cell.

The HSV-1 genome can persist as an episome in sensory neurons where it may establish latency (reviewed in [76–79]), a state in which neither viral proteins nor particles are detectable. In animal models, during the first few days after infection, it is possible to detect IE promoter-driven gene expression within sensory neurons which innervate the site of inoculation [80]. After this time, however, all lytic cycle promoters become transcriptionally repressed [81] and the only viral genes that are transcribed are the latency-associated transcripts (LATs), whose functions have yet to be fully elucidated (reviewed in [82]). Studies indicate that these nonprotein coding LATs are involved in regulating the assembly of heterochromatin at lytic gene promoters, thus inducing transcriptional silencing [36, 37], possibly by acting as microRNAs which reduce expression of ICP0 and ICP4 [83]. Another LAT-derived microRNA has been described to confer resistance to apoptosis by modulating transforming growth factor- (TGF-) beta signaling [84]. Reactivation of HSV-1 lytic growth from the latent state appears to be a consequence of alterations in virus-host interactions but this is perhaps one of the least understood aspects of this virus.

4. Recombinant HSV-1 Genomic Vectors: Transgenes Inserted in cis with Viral Genomes

Perhaps the most obvious way to construct an HSV-1 vector is to insert transgenes directly within the viral genome so that they are copackaged into the viral particle along with the HSV-1 DNA. The key issue in this type of vector is the cytotoxicity due to the viral part of the infecting recombinant genome.

Deletion of any one of the approximately 40 essential viral genes (reviewed in [85]) is sufficient to create a replication-incompetent mutant, which can be grown on a complementing cell line which provides the missing gene product in trans. However, in spite of being unable to replicate, considerable expression of many other viral gene products still results in high cytotoxicity after infection with such modified genomes.

4.1. Multiple IE Gene Deletion Mutants. Since HSV-1 gene expression is tightly controlled in a cascade hierarchy, targeting of the five IE genes would seem an obvious strategy for overall inactivation of the virus. Mutants deleted in either of the two essential IE genes, ICP4 [86] or ICP27 [87], or simultaneously in both genes [88] still remain cytotoxic because of residual expression of the other IE genes [89, 90].

Several mutant viruses inactivated for additional genes exhibit very low levels of cytotoxicity and form the basis of current state-of-the-art recombinant HSV-1 genomic vectors. Mutant viruses simultaneously deleted for ICP4, ICP27, and ICP22 provoke negligible cytopathic effects but infection of Vero cells leads to inhibition of DNA synthesis and cellular replication [91]. Other studies of similar mutants indicated that this effect is transient in dividing cells and that these mutants are nontoxic in neurons [92]. In recent clinical trials the safety of a mutant HSV-1 vector inactivated in ICP4, ICP27, ICP22, and ICP47 was confirmed for gene delivery into the dorsal root ganglia by intradermal injection [93, 94].
Of the five IE proteins, ICP4, ICP27, and ICP0 have the most profound effects on the control of the rest of the HSV-1 genome. Mutants deleted for all three of these IE genes show almost no cytotoxicity and permit the survival of a large percentage of Vero cells even after infection at high MOI [95] and when all five IE genes are deleted no detectable cytotoxicity is observed even when cells are infected at MOIs of up to 30 [96]. The only drawback with this approach is the difficulty in obtaining cell lines that simultaneously express multiple IE genes to provide full and consistent complementation: to date no truly stable cell line expressing all of the IE genes has been generated.

4.2. Mutants with Inactivated VP16. An alternative strategy to achieve nontoxic HSV-1 mutants without the need for complementing cell lines expressing troublesome IE proteins was illustrated by the construction of a virus with conditional mutations in the genes encoding ICP4, ICP0 as well as VP16, the viral tegument protein which enters the nucleus during infection and transactivates the IE gene promoters. Together with a temperature-sensitive mutation in ICP4 and a host range mutation of the ICP0 promoter, an insertion was introduced into the VP16 coding region which abolished its IE gene transactivation function. The resulting mutant virus underwent lytic replication to high titers in permissive conditions but infection of nonpermissive cells at a MOI of 5 resulted in no detectable cytopathology and the persistence of the viral genome within cells [97].

These results indicate that an alternative approach to eliminating the expression of all of the IE genes is to manipulate the gene encoding VP16. However, since VP16 is an essential structural component of the virion [98] deletion of its gene does not guarantee the elimination of its effects. This is because VP16 provided in trans in a complementing cell line (in order to grow VP16 deletion mutants) would be packaged into virions and carried over to target cells, where it would transactivate the IE gene promoters. This obstacle has been overcome by the discovery that the IE gene transactivation and virion assembly functions of VP16 are structurally separated in distinct domains [99]. Thus, as seen for the triple conditional HSV-1 mutant described above, mutations can be engineered into the VP16 gene to disable the IE gene transactivation function, while leaving intact the essential structural property enabling virion assembly [100, 101]. Initially, propagation of mutants with such VP16 disabling mutations was complemented by growth on cells supplemented with hydroxymethyl bisacetamide (HMBA), a compound that exhibits stimulatory activity of HSV-1 immediate-early gene expression [102], but a more efficient system has been developed using cell lines expressing the equine herpesvirus homolog of VP16, following the discovery that this protein is not packaged into HSV-1 virions but can transactivate HSV-1 IE genes [103]. In particular, such cell lines support the high titer propagation of HSV-1 recombinant vectors in which a VP16 mutation has been combined with deletion of the ICP4 and ICP27 genes. In nonpermissive cells, these mutants do not express significant amounts of any of the IE proteins, including ICP0, ICP22, and ICP47 although their genes have not been specifically deleted [104]. This system allows high titer production of nontoxic HSV-1 recombinant genomic vectors.

5. Amplicon Vectors: Transgenes in Plasmids Packaged in Trans by Viral Genes

HSV-1 amplicons [105] represent a different type of vector from the recombinant mutant viruses discussed above in that transgenes are inserted into plasmids containing an HSV-1 packaging signal consisting of a terminal a sequence and an HSV-1 origin of replication [106, 107]. This “gutless” genome (i.e., stripped of viral genes) can then be packaged into virions by introduction into packaging cells expressing all of the necessary HSV-1 proteins required to produce viral particles. Since packaging requires DNA molecules approximating the HSV-1 genome length, concatemers of the amplicon plasmid synthesized via rolling circle replication by the viral polymerase are cleaved in close to genome size units, which are then incorporated into virions. Although the effect of amplicon vector genome size on packaging efficiency has only been studied using smaller plasmids [108], indirect data suggest that as much as 160 kb may be carried within HSV-1 particles [28] and smaller constructs are packaged as multimers with a sum length closest to the full capsid capacity (reviewed in [105]). The exciting implications of this have already been illustrated by novel amplicon vectors carrying (1) whole genomic loci which retain their normal regulation by metabolite ligands when introduced into cultured fibroblasts [109] or stable longterm expression at physiological levels in the adult mammalian brain [110]; (2) multiple genetic elements including a double tetracycline-responsive system (both activator and silencer), two fluorescent protein reporters, a positron emission tomography (PET) marker gene and chromatin isolating elements [111]; (3) heterologous elements from AAV [112], EBV [113], cellular scaffold/matrix attachment regions (S/MARs) [114] and human alphanoid DNA sequences [115] to confer new modes of vector maintenance in target cells (reviewed in [116]); (4) whole packaging systems for other viral vectors, opening up the possibility of viral “launchers” which after infecting a primary target cell are able fire off smaller vectors to extend gene delivery to secondary target cells [117–119].

Amplicon vectors have had a special niche in gene transfer for research applications because of their easy construction as simple plasmids. However, their production is more complex than that of recombinant genomic vectors since to date no stable cell line has been generated which can express all of the viral proteins necessary for HSV-1 vector packaging. Instead, these are currently introduced into packaging cells transiently (reviewed in [32]) either by infection with replication-defective HSV-1 mutants (helper viruses), or by transfection with replication-competent but packaging-defective HSV-1 genomes (cloned as plasmids).

5.1. Replication-Defective Helper Viruses. If, together with the amplicon plasmid, the viral genes are introduced into the
packaging cell by infection with a helper virus then the resulting virions will be a mixture of those which have packaged the amplicon plasmids as well as those which contain helper genomes. The key issue in this system is the cytotoxicity due to the helper virus. Replication-incompetent helper viruses are used so that the final mixture of packaged amplicons and helper will not lyse target cells, but as discussed above for recombinant genomic vectors, even replication-incompetent HSV-1 mutants are still cytotoxic. It might appear that the best helper viruses to use would be those with simultaneous deletions in multiple IE genes and which exhibit the least cytotoxicity. However, since these mutants are difficult to grow to high titers, most routine amplicon production for research has only been carried out using helper viruses with single IE gene deletions [120, 121]. Some data from studies comparing different replication-incompetent HSV-1 mutants indicated that the titer of amplicon vectors as well as their ratio with respect to helper virus decreases when more disabled helper viruses are used for packaging [121] but this issue has not been investigated in detail. The amplicon/helper ratio is also influenced by many other factors such as the size of the amplicon plasmid, the efficiency of cell transfection by the amplicon plasmid, and the MOI of helper virus [121, 122]. Since small amplicon plasmids fill viral particles as concatamers and contain multiple replication origins, their propagation is favoured compared to that of the helper virus genome. The observed cytotoxicity of such helper virus-packaged amplicon preparations in neuroscience research is often much lower than that portrayed for pure stocks of the helper virus for different reasons: first, since the majority of the virions are vector particles, the effective MOI of the helper virus is very low, whereas cytotoxicity assays of HSV-1 mutants are usually carried out at high MOI; additionally, the HSV-1 genome is less cytotoxic in postmitotic neuronal tissue in vivo than in cultured neurons or epithelial cell lines which are often used for such analysis. Nevertheless, the variability in the ratio between vector and helper particles is difficult to control with helper-dependent amplicon systems and careful standardization of packaging procedures [123] is required to yield amplicon samples with consistently high ratios of vector to helper [121, 124] which have been suitable for high-efficiency neuronal gene transfer in proof of concept experiments in optogenetics [125–128] and gene therapy [129].

5.2. Conditional Packaging Helper Viruses. An improved method to improve significantly the vector to helper ratio was developed using Cre recombinase (supplied by a cell line expressing Cre) to excise a modified packaging signal flanked by LoxP sites in the helper virus [130]. In the latest version of this system the helper virus is deleted for the genes encoding ICP4 and the virulence factor ICP34.5, so that even the small amount of contaminating helper virus provokes little neurotoxicity [131]. This packaging system is capable of producing large quantities of almost nontoxic amplicon vector, albeit with small and variable amounts of contaminating helper virus. Although this is not a major obstacle for many research applications, the heterogeneity of the vector/helper mixture is a limitation in human gene therapy and in certain research applications with high sensitivity to cellular functions affected by viral pathways.

5.3. Helper-Free Amplicons. As an alternative to infection of the amplicon packaging cells with replication-defective helper viruses, the HSV-1 proteins necessary for virion production may be introduced by transfection of plasmids encoding the viral genome deleted for packaging signals. This was initially achieved by using a set of five overlapping cosmids, which by homologous recombination reconstitute wild-type HSV-1 virus genome in transfected cells [132]. The packaging signals were deleted from these cosmids, creating a system which can generate a modified HSV-1 genome expressing all viral functions but is unable to be packaged into virions [133]. Cotransfection of this modified cosmid set with amplicon plasmids resulted in packaged amplicon vector, containing minute contamination by viral genomes, which arose from recombination between the reconstituted modified HSV-1 genome and the amplicon plasmid [133]. Another difficulty with this system was the high frequency of mutation in bacteria of two of the cosmids which contain the HSV-1 repeat regions, giving rise to cosmid preparations unable to package amplicon vector. Thus, in the next step in this amplicon packaging approach, bacterial artificial chromosomes (BACs) were generated, containing the entire HSV-1 genome which had been deleted for packaging signals [58–60]. However, low frequency recombination between the amplicon and the BAC can still regenerate replication-competent HSV-1 in these systems. A sophisticated improved version was created a few years later in which a BAC containing the modified HSV-1 genome was further deleted for the essential gene encoding ICP27 and increased in size beyond the packaging limit of the virion by adding in extra copies of the ICP0 gene [28]. This system enables the production of entirely helper-free amplicon stocks and is ideal for research requiring high-efficiency neuronal gene transfer on a small scale. However, the amount of total amplicon vectors produced by this method is limited, as these stocks are produced by transfection and cannot be further amplified by simple growth cycles. Technically, this procedure also requires a certain amount of experience in preparing high quality HSV-1 BAC DNA for transfection, which is perhaps the largest obstacle limiting its widespread use.

6. High-Titer Production of HSV-1 Vectors

As can be seen from the above, various nonreplicative HSV-1 vector systems have been developed, each with certain characteristics of particular interest for different applications in research and/or therapy. These include recombinant genomic vectors with multiple IE gene deletions [34], VP16 disabled mutants [48], amplicons packaged with single IE gene deleted helpers [123], amplicons packaged with helpers containing Cre-excisable packaging signals (LaL), and BAC-packaged helper-free amplicons [28]. However, in spite of their attractive properties as gene transfer tools, HSV-1 vectors have not acquired the same widespread use as their smaller cousin
vectors derived from AAV, retroviruses, lentiviruses, and adenoviruses. Construction of recombinant genomic HSV-1 vectors was previously restricted to laboratories with virology tools and experience but has now become more amenable to other researchers with the availability of HSV-1 BAC clones [58–63] and methods for engineering these large constructs [64, 65]. Some of these multiply deleted IE gene mutants can accommodate transgenes of 30 kb but the growth of such mutants becomes increasingly more difficult and less efficient as more viral DNA is deleted [134]. This problem is reminiscent of the decrease in amplicon packaging efficiency when helper viruses with larger deletions are used. In fact, rather than two separate types, recombinant genomic vectors and amplicons could be considered as the two extremes of HSV-1 vectors: deletion mutants progressively move the viral genes from being in cis to in trans with respect to the transgene. Vector production problems can thus be seen to appear when attempts are made to express the trans-acting viral genes from the cellular genome rather than from DNA delivered by an infecting virion. This section analyses some of the viral elements which may contribute most to alterations in titer when translocated from their natural configuration within the wild-type virus to a vector packaging system. The first three of these key players are the multifunctional protein products of IE genes: ICP27, known to inhibit cellular pre-mRNA splicing, recruit RNA polymerase II to viral replication sites, bind and export viral RNA to the cytoplasm and bind translation initiation factors; ICP4, a large phosphoprotein transactivator which can also act as a repressor of transcription; and ICP0, an E3 ubiquitin ligase RING finger domain protein known to have transcriptional activator activity and to disrupt nuclear structures such as promyelocytic (PML) bodies. For a detailed overview of the functions of these proteins the reader is referred to a recent review [135].

6.1. ICP27. The propagation of a virus deleted in a given gene requires that this missing gene product must be provided by a complementing cell line. This presents a potential problem for genes such as those of the IE class since the toxicity of their products means that cell lines directing their stable expression are difficult to generate. This obstacle can be overcome in cases such as ICP27 by using the native viral promoter to drive expression in the cell line, because such promoters are relatively inactive in the absence of viral infection and the low amounts of protein produced by “leaky” expression under these conditions can be tolerated by the cell. Thus numerous cell lines stably transfected with DNA fragments containing the native ICP27 gene and promoter have been isolated [87, 88, 103, 136–138] and growth of ICP27 deletion mutants on many of these yields titers close to those of wild-type virus. Nevertheless in the context of a ICP27-deleted genomes containing further deletions, there is evidence that ICP27 complementation originating from the cell line does not mirror completely the function of viral-borne ICP27: (a) amplicon packaging by an HSV-1 BAC deleted for ICP27 is not efficient when carried out in an ICP27 complementing cell line; the ICP27 protein must also be supplied in trans by cotransfection with a ICP27-expressing plasmid [28]; interaction was observed between ICP27 and ICP4 in stably transfected double-complementing cell lines [88], indicating that the presence of other viral genes in cis can influence the activity of the ICP27 gene.

6.2. ICP4. ICP4 deletion mutants can also be grown easily on complementing cell lines but virus yield is reduced compared to wild-type virus [139]. Cell lines stably transfected with the native ICP4 gene and promoter vary substantially in their efficiency to complement ICP4-defective viruses. One contributing factor for this is the high cytotoxicity of ICP4 which makes even low-level expression incompatible with cell viability. Stable cell lines which express sufficient ICP4 to permit efficient propagation of ICP4 deletion mutants do not express detectable levels of ICP4 in the absence of viral infection [140], a requirement which probably selects for stable transfectants containing the ICP4 transgene integrated into the cellular genome in such a way as to favour silencing. Thus clones must be selected in which this silencing can be reversed by viral infection to enable high ICP4 expression, and this may vary in efficiency according to the integration site as well as the ICP4 transgene copy number. The variability of cellulary expressed ICP4 to complement is even more marked when combined with ICP27 expression to generate permissive cell lines to grow ICP4/ICP27 double deletion mutants [88]. Studies in which the ICP4 promoter was substituted for the ICP0 promoter achieved faster kinetics of ICP4 expression in response to viral infection of the complementing cells, leading to higher viral titers and the conclusion that the timing and level of ICP4 protein is critical [134]. One might have expected that optimal kinetics could be controlled by using an artificial inducible promoter but attempts to do this using the well-known tetracycline-responsive system have been unsuccessful, probably because HSV-1 infected cell proteins appear to interfere significantly with transgene regulation using this system [63, 141–143]. Other attempts to control ICP4 expression by using tissue-specific promoters [144, 145] have also had little success, again due to interference by viral proteins. Different studies indicate that ICP4 itself is a major culprit, and indeed, one of its attributed activities is its ability to influence transcription by forming complexes with TFIID and Mediator [146].

6.3. ICP0. Although ICP0 is not an essential protein in HSV-1 and null mutants of its gene can grow in tissue culture, their growth at low MOIs is substantially attenuated [147–151] and their reactivation from latent infections impaired [152]. Curiously, the growth defect of ICP0 deletion mutants can be compensated for by a cellular activity present in certain cell lines such as BHK [97] or U2OS [153] although this complementation does not seem to be complete. Cell lines transfected with DNA fragments containing the ICP0 gene and promoter appear to be less stable than those transfected with other IE genes and like ICP4-containing cell lines, many stably-transfected clones must be screened to generate an efficient complementing cell line [95, 151]. The most probable reason for this lies in the cytosstatic properties
of ICP0 [154]: the presence of this IE protein inhibits DNA synthesis and cell replication, and its expression is incompatible with cell survival [90, 95, 155, 156].

6.4. VP16. Since the activity of HSV-1 IE genes is greatly influenced by transactivation by the tegument protein VP16 [72, 73], when HSV-1 genomes are transfected as DNA, as in the BAC-mediated helper-free amplicon packaging procedure, lytic replication is substantially delayed due to altered IE gene expression kinetics. Indeed, preloading of the packaging cells by VP16 transfection increases amplicon vector titers, but curiously, only when vhs (another tegument protein) is coexpressed [157]. This suggests that inducible expression of VP16 in conjunction with vhs might be a possible strategy for obtaining high-titer packaging of different HSV-1 vectors. Given that one of the principal systems employs cell lines expressing the equine herpesvirus VP16 homolog to supply the IE transactivating function for packaging, it would be interesting to combine this approach to develop amplicon packaging cell lines.

6.5. Origins of Replication. In the wild-type HSV-1 genome there are three copies of replication origin (ori) sequences: two copies of oriS and one copy of oriL. Although it appears that only one copy of an ori sequence is essential and an HSV-1 mutant deleted for both copies of oriS is still viable, viral DNA replication is reduced [158]. Conversely, the fact that concatemers of amplicon plasmids have a replication advantage over helper viruses because of their multiple reiterations of HSV-1 suggests that increased ori copy number may augment vector propagation. This has not been investigated systematically but increasing vector replication with more copies of ori would probably be limited by the level of viral replication machinery available in the packaging cell. On the other hand, deletions of viral genes are complemented more efficiently if their gene products expressed from an oriS-carrying plasmid than if they are expressed from a nonreplicating plasmid [159]. Thus a certain amount of feed-forward effect might be expected by the inclusion of ori sequences in cis with viral replication genes, making this a possible strategy for improving growth of difficult deletion mutants. Since oriS is larger and more prone to recombination in bacteria [132], manipulations of oriS are technically easier for vector engineering.

7. Conclusions

HSV-1 vectors provide an ideal synthetic biology platform for an emerging generation of experiments in research and application involving multicomponent genetic circuits and/or complex genomic regulatory regions. The intermediate genome size of HSV-1 (150 kb) in the world of viruses allows sufficient room to increase transgene payloads approximately one order of magnitude over many current viral vectors, but yet is still within a manageable level of complexity in terms of construction technology and modeling. The current bottleneck in HSV-1 vector technology is the availability of easy-to-use packaging systems capable of producing high-titer homogeneous vectors. Recombinant genomic vectors deleted for multiple genes to reduce toxicity or to accommodate larger transgenes become progressively harder to grow as more viral genes are deleted and have to be supplied by a complementing cell line. Amplicon packaging by helper viruses does not produce homogeneous vector preparations, so ideally, the helper virus used must be the least cytotoxic possible to interfere as little as possible with the amplicon vector. Since such helper viruses are those containing multiple deletions of IE genes, this method of preparing amplicon vectors faces the same obstacle as that of recombinant genomic vector production. On the other hand, amplicon packaging by cotransfection with HSV-1 BAC plasmids suffers from the limited titer produced by transfected cells, in part due to the severe alteration of cellular metabolism provoked by the transfection procedure. However, in spite of improved transfection technology with lower cytotoxicities, we have not observed a significant improvement in amplicon titers obtained using various such methods (unpublished results), implying that other important factors contribute to the difference in titer of amplicons obtained by transfection, compared to infection, of helper genomes. The answer perhaps lies in the generation of a stable helper-free amplicon packaging cell line which again comes back to a similar problem to generating complementing cell lines for multiply deleted HSV-1 mutants: how to obtain the conditional silencing of multiple genes from a lytic virus to allow them to be hosted by a viable cell line. On the other hand, this relocation of viral genes into the packaging cell must not disrupt the finely tuned genetic circuitry necessary for high-titer virion production upon induction. Meeting the challenge of this engineering problem gives another good reason why HSV-1 provides a good model system to develop new generation vectors: one might say that viral evolution has already solved this problem, and the best ideas may come from an understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved in the lytic/latent switch of HSV-1.
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